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INTRODUCTION

Overview

Cryptocurrency and Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) have 
unlimited, world-changing potential. However, to win mass market 
appeal they must elevate the consumer experience. 

This paper outlines the vision for a new cryptocurrency and an achievable ecosystem1 that 
possess the ability to deliver the benefits of DLT at scale.

Problem Statement 
No cryptocurrency or DLT-based applications have proven effective for daily use2. The 
blockchain ecosystem needs a decentralized counterpart to everyday money — a truly 
mass-market cryptocurrency with distributed utilization. Today, three main hurdles stand in 
the way of mass consumer attraction:

EON

Launching in 2018, this cryptocurrency and its multi-blockchain Proof-of-Activity ecosystem 
— EON (Enzo Open Network) — was designed to host and deliver a new generation of 
distributed applications and decentralized platforms.  

The protocol and other components of EON are described in detail in the Technical White Paper. This document 

focuses on a general overview of the proposed technology and its uses.

2018

1. Cryptocurrency Needs a Proper Ecosystem to Realize Its True Potential ⧉ 

2. DLT Not Ready to Replace Settlement System ⧉
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https://disruptive.asia/cryptocurrency-needs-proper-ecosystem/
https://www.coindesk.com/dlt-not-ready-replace-settlement-systems-ecb-boj-say/
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INTRODUCTION

…

Vision Outline 
It is impossible to take cryptocurrency mainstream using existing blockchain platforms. 
Similarly, it would take to long for widespread utility to manifest through the dizzying array of 
unproven offerings. Only a solution with viral potential and designed specifically to meet the 
speed and scalability required for mainstream utilization can be successful. To that end, we 
propose to deliver a solution with the following properties:

The established blockchain networks are too slow for micro-payments.3 
Today’s confirmation model cannot compete with or displace centralized 
payment networks such as VISA and MasterCard.

We call this set of problems, Cryptocurrency’s Last Mile. The Last Mile is a colloquial term 
used to refer to the final leg of the networks that deliver telecommunication services to retail 
end-users (customers)4. We believe that solving for the Last Mile will initiate the momentum 
needed to achieve mass adoption.

Cryptocurrency is hard to understand, obtain, and use. Its true benefits 
and claims only manifest at scale. For this reason, the demand for crypto-
assets comes mainly from investors, not consumers.

Currency is a deep social franchise yet no markets have emerge to 
provide a utility for daily exchange. The market of goods and services 
that can be bought with cryptocurrencies is nonexistent.

Quick. Exchanging value should be as easy and frictionless as exchanging 
information. It should also be guaranteed and secure. Beyond this, users 
want to be able to access content quickly and painlessly.

3. The State of Cryptocurrency and Blockchains ⧉ 

4. Last Mile ⧉

OVERVIEW » PROBLEM STATEMENT
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https://blog.coinfund.io/thoughts-on-the-state-of-cryptocurrency-and-blockchains-d6671e333ad8
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Last_mile
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Viral. Cryptocurrency is not well defined at ground-level and its therefore 
not top-of-mind. Its utility, value, and promise need to be delivered via 
network effect as a tangible and transparent zeitgeist.

INTRODUCTION

…

Useful. Utility is the single biggest factor in the success of blockchain-
enabled offerings. Every offering to date attempts to solve for systematic 
scale before achieving product-level traction.

Intuitive. Any user globally should be able to to easily buy, store, 
and transfer value, as well as use decentralized apps in a natural way. No 
platform grounded in first-principles exists to connect these points.

Alfa Enzo is uniquely positioned to establish the first mass-market 
cryptocurrency by providing a unique distributed commerce 
ecosystem5 that delivers on these properties at the outset. 

Our expertise in Human Computer Interaction (HCI), mesh networking, operating system 
design, encryption, and distributed data models have enabled us to create EON, a fast and 
multi-blockchain environment on a useful platform that makes sense to the average user. 
EON can be regarded as a decentralized social marketplace and value transfer system of a 
new decentralized economy. At its heart are firmly rooted first-principle concepts6 to help it 
scale and integrate into any application across the ecosystem. 

The Alfa Enzo Team, with its 35-years of combined experience in building user-friendly 
interfaces and integrated user experiences, have developed Turing-complete wallets, 
exchanges, hardware, and identification services to allow users to use with cryptocurrencies in 
an intuitive way.

5. Distributed Economy ⧉ 

6. First Principle ⧉

OVERVIEW » VISION OUTLINE
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distributed_economy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_principle
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In 2017, over 60% of the world’s population owned a mobile device7. 
Worldwide demand for increased mobility and connectivity is higher 
than it has ever been.  

As Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) gains prevalence on new grounds, today’s analog and 
digital economies will ultimately transition into a fully kinetic economy where everyone has the 
ability to be a peer-to-peer data merchant.

INTRODUCTION

Relationship ActivityContent
90s 2000s Today

Blogs Network Social Networks Mesh Networks

Why Now

Paradigm Shift 
Today, the world is all about Action. Social Networks emerged to help manage relationships 
and make connections visible. As everyone is network-aware, we have a second-nature 
understanding that we can be connected with anyone, anytime, and anywhere. That given, a 
new framework that connects the activities we perform as individuals, is the next 
generation of social networking. With the advent of DLT, we can internetwork with adjacent 
peers and utilize our User Generated Content (UGC) in unprecedented ways. 

This change is evident in the slow demise of popular social networks and rise of activity-centric 
utilities such as Messenger, Snapchat and WeChat, and services such as live video streaming. 

7. Global Mobile Users ⧉
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https://www.statista.com/statistics/274774/forecast-of-mobile-phone-users-worldwide/
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INTRODUCTION

…

Worsening Data Crisis 
We are creating more personal data than ever before and there are more ways to collect it 
than ever before. This data is harvested by centralized systems, marketed, and sold. User data 
has been exploited and threatened long before the Cambridge Analytica news broke9. The 
fact is, users simply don’t recognize the value of their content because there is no other model 
to compare against. They also don’t see the complete context of the system they’re in. 

Data misuse and abuse has become so endemic in our society that an entire lore has risen up 
around it: that this is a temporary crisis; that new features will help us manage better; that in 
fact it is not a product of systemic malevolence, and it is itself a mere corporate rite of 
passage; that a network’s product and services are benign; that a failure now, means a better 
future later. This has happened before, and the severity increases with each infraction.

Social Networks siphon our private data, transferring value from individuals to institutions. 
They’ve even misrepresented their own data to marketers and have broken any number of 
laws10. The manipulation of User Generated Content is their very lifeblood, and it will not 
stop. To convince users to move away from this, we need to create meaningfully better 
systems, using new technology and new incentives. 

We need to create systems that are more decentralized, where we have 
power of ownership and the blockchain gives our data a voice to speak 
on our behalf. When we own and control our digital footprint, we can 
derive great value for both personal and communal gains. We become 
merchants of our own data.

9. This Time Facebook Might Really Be F* ⧉ 

10. Why Blockchain Alone Can’t Fix Facebook ⧉

WHY NOW » WORSENING DATA CRISIS
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https://gizmodo.com/this-time-facebook-really-might-be-fucked-1823885655
https://blog.enigma.co/why-blockchain-alone-cant-fix-facebook-fbd9510b36f5
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INTRODUCTION

…

A Better Model Exists 
Time is the oldest first-principle concept yet today’s mainstream technology only lets us 
experience it in pieces. We share the Past on social networks, plan the Future on calendars, 
and track the Present on messaging. By themselves, these applications are highly efficient but 
switching between them consume 40% of our usage activities. 

Our research resulted in the development of a new framework — Time as an experience. Time 
is a single fluid dynamic that includes the Past, Present, and Future. It is a universal standard 
and a global pacemaker that requires little explanation. Time is the one common across all 
events and holds the key to cryptocurrency’s future.

Single-purpose apps and niche marketplaces are phasing out. From goods and services, to 
social sharing services such as Facebook, to ride-sharing services like Uber, the common 
denominator is Data over Time. We arrived at a patent-pending construct, a series of 
inventions tied to a Fluid Timeline10, that lets users access any point in time with zero friction 
and zero lag. 

The blockchain gives data immutable properties that can be utilized in 
conjunction with cryptocurrencies to transact. By using our Fluid 
Timeline as a container for categories of data alongside other UI 
elements, we can deliver all markets regardless of device, geography, 
or jurisdiction.

9. This Time Facebook Might Really Be F* ⧉ 

10. Why Blockchain Alone Can’t Fix Facebook ⧉

WHY NOW » A NEW MODEL EXISTS
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https://gizmodo.com/this-time-facebook-really-might-be-fucked-1823885655
https://blog.enigma.co/why-blockchain-alone-cant-fix-facebook-fbd9510b36f5
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EON

Ecosystem

To make blockchain technology appealing to a global audience, we 
need to deliver immediate utility using a new kind of peer-to-peer 
interaction and exchange framework. 

Imagine a distributed social mesh, where nodes can sign smart contracts to indicate 
friendship, where data is stored and locked on IPFS11, where User Generated Content (UGC) 
is securely guarded so that it can be properly attributed and selectively shared, where all 
communication or transaction happen swiftly and securely between any two parties. Imagine 
the world as one single marketplace, and everyone is a data merchant.

B L O C K C H A I N P L AT F O R MD ATA

Introducing the Enzo Open Network (EON). EON is a distributed and open ecosystem 
designed to augment daily life by enabling the data and people to collectively function as a 
single universal free-market across time. On EON, Data is separated from the Platforms so 
that it can be managed by private Blockchains. At the heart of EON is the revolutionary 
time-based EON Protocol that provides a secure Transfer Layer and Data Model across the 
ecosystem to deliver a unified and verifiable experience for all users. 

The protocol and other components of EON are described in detail in the Technical Primer and Black Paper.

See « Technical Primer » « EON Architecture, 5.2.4.

11. IPFS ⧉

Enzo Open Network (EON)

 11

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/InterPlanetary_File_System
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EON miners — stochastically chosen across the network — earn Enzos by solving a 
CAPTCHA puzzle that helps the CPU they’re using to verify a transaction and add it 
to the public ledger.

Reverse Mining

EON combines Proof of Stake and Work to create an Activity cost function12 that 
governs an economic layer that gives everyone a fair chance to earn Enzos on the 
network. .

Proof-of-Activity (PoA)

See « Reverse Mining », 1.1.2.

See « Proof-of-Activity (PoA) », 1.1.2.

12. Achievable Ecosystem 
13. Quantitive Easing

On EON, each user receives a private blockchain anchored by a master chain. This 
configuration gives individuals full control of their data while cross-chain smart-
contracts can create verifiable programmable interfaces (VPI) between peers.

Infinite Personal Chain (IPC)

See « Multi-Chain », 1.1.2.

EON Blockchain 
In order to support the network load from daily exchanges, we need a distributed model to 
facilitate global commerce with superior speed, incentivization structure, transparency, 
resiliency, and flexibility. The EON blockchain is built to support this functional level with the 
following design:

A L F A

E N Z O  O P E N  N E T W O R K

 12
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On EON, Samaritans are the equivalent of nodes. They can be called on to verify 
transactions and as well as verify activities in the real world. The Samaritan Protocol 
requires the node’s acceptance, and will be bounded by a smart-contract. There are 
9 levels of Samaritans, where each level is determined by Stake and Activities.

Samaritan

See « Samaritan Protocol », 3.1.1.

EON uses off-chain payment channels linked by smart-contracts to ensure that 
transactions between any two instances of a blockchain will always be processed 
immediately, regardless of the size of the network or the value size.

Atomic Commit

See « Atomic Commit », 1.1.2.; « Payment Channel and Lightning Network », 1.4.2.

EON

…

Handshake is a patent-pending protocol for the peer-to-peer exchange of physical 
goods. The protocol helps to ensure safety when meeting face-to-face for any kind 
of goods exchange.

Handshake

See « Handshake Protocol », 4.1.1.

Money is simply a framework for the efficient exchange of goods and 
services. Its creation, management, supply, and value however, 
increases in complexity as its utility increases.  

The EON Blockchain was designed from the ground up to deliver a truly efficient and global 
trust-less exchange framework by entrusting each chain’s genesis block to the users of the 
network. By engineering the trust into the system’s core, the IPC can achieve unprecedented 
levels of scale and performance. 

ECOSYSTEM » EON BLOCKCHAIN

 13
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EON Applications and Platforms  
While infrastructure and protocols are important, only useful platforms and killer apps will 
expedite mass adoption. The EON Platforms are designed to provide functional parity to the 
centralized apps that users are used to, while also delivering incredible blockchain-enabled 
features they didn’t know they needed.

A L F A

V A L E T

P U S H

Meet our first killer app. Alfa is the primary portal through which users connect to 
EON to monetize their participation, preferences, and identity. After reaching 
critical mass, Alfa will form the pillars for a global Distributed Operating System9. 

Screen Agnostic » 
Alfa delivers consistent performance on any screen size, and any device. 

Off-The-Record Messaging » 
Alfa has a built-in encrypted chat that provides an added layer of protection for 
peer-to-peer communication and transaction. 

Real Time » 
Alfa uses a novel real time experience to help users preserve the temporal context 
of their data. This prevents echo-chambers and fake news. 

One-App Experience » 
Alfa delivers the features of hundred of apps in one seamless visual experience. 
Merchants with an account can use cryptocurrency without any other add-ons.

Alfa

7. Distributed Operating System (DOS) ⧉

See « Alfa, A Brief History of Time », 1.1.2.

// MVP on iOS Launches » May 2018

 14
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Push is a self-serve marketing and advertising platform that gives advertisers, 
publishers, and merchants the ability to deliver paid advertisements and 
announcements to willing users. 

Precise Target » 
Push can serve advertisements to a matching profile that will yield greater 90% 
probability of clickthrough.  

In-Time » 
Push can post advertisements to the future and automatically repeat items once it’s 
passed the present day. This helps lowers the cost for advertising programs. 

Ads Manager » 
Use Push to set goals, select an audience, measure results and optimize campaigns 
on Alfa. 

Publisher » 
Create Alfa Ads with simple video editing suite that lives on Push.

Push

Valet is a Turing-complete light wallet and payment gateway for transactions across 
the EON ecosystem. It is a required module in every dApp that exists on EON. 
Valet makes it easy to interface and manage cryptocurrency for daily transactions. 

Will Power » 
Valet lets users create a Living and Last Will through smart-contract, tied to the 
user’s stake.

Valet

See « Push », 1.1.2.; « Open Blocks », 4.2.1.

See « Will Power Protocol », 1.1.2.

7. Distributed Economy (DE) ⧉

EON

…

// MVP Q1 » 2019

// MVP Q4 » 2018

ECOSYSTEM » EON PLATFORMS

 15
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EON

 16

ALFA

Advertisers and Publishers buy Enzos 
to push ads to Alfa

IPFS

USERS

※

ADVERTISERS & PUBLISHERS

DATA  
ABSTRACTION

ADS

Saved

Users create and post 
content

※

Users are paid Enzos to their 
Valet addresses

Advertisers never have direct access 
to User profiles and UGC

VALETVALET

PUSH

BLOCKCHAIN

Advertisers and Publishers will use the Push app to mine data and market to users 
on Alfa. They will pay Users NZOs to segment, target, and promote.

PORTALS

EON

Integration
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EON

…ECOSYSTEM » INTEGRATION
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EON Data Services

EON Blockchain

IPFS

Serverless 
Load Balancers

…

Alfa Marketplace Platform

Valet

Data 
Abstraction

Serverless 
Load Balancers

Push Advertising Platform

…

ZeroNetIPLDP-Grid

EON Platforms

User’s data is always separated from marketing data. Each user owns their own 
timeline and the content on it.
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EON

Enzo

Society has transitioned across multiple stores of value throughout 
history—none have ever been perfectly secure. Cryptocurrency is the 
first currency that’s decentralized, digital, and fully secure. 

Money has evolved over thousands of years from trading shells to rectangular plastic, each to 
suit the needs of its time and societal milieu. Every one of these monetary systems have been 
controlled and distributed top down from centralized power strongholds. 

The sum total of money in the world is over $60 trillion, yet the sum total of coins and 
banknotes is less than $6 trillion. More than 90 percent of all money — more than $50 trillion 
appearing in bank accounts — is, in fact, digital currency. However, only half of the world’s 
population have access as most are unbanked.10  Thus, the eventual replacement of current 
money systems is inevitable. That statement isn’t a promise to Bitcoin hopefuls, or a threat to 
existing institutions. It’s just an observation from a glimpse into the evolution of money.10  

The cryptocurrency that the world truly needs is one that is freely available to everyone, 
and everywhere. To create such a currency and see it flourish in an ecosystem at global scale, 
a universal representation for value is needed. This is where our real work begins. We first 
need to derive the foundation for a new cryptocurrency from a first-principle concept. 

The protocol and other components of Enzo (NZO) are described in greater detail in the Technical White Paper.

1. The Future of Bitcoin and the Cryptocurrency Economy ⧉ 
2. Unbanked ⧉

Cowry Shells Minted Coins Paper Money Plastic Money Digital Money

 18

https://hackernoon.com/the-history-of-money-the-future-of-bitcoin-and-the-cryptocurrency-economy-5cc25e808275
https://gomedici.com/39-of-the-worlds-population-does-not-have-a-bank-account/
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Proposal 
A useful currency should be a medium of exchange, a unit of account, and a store of value. 
Cryptocurrencies excel at the first, but as a store of value or unit of account, they fail. To 
create the first universally accepted Digital Gold Standard, we need a feature set geared 
towards infinite scalable transactions which both power the ecosystem and reward people for 
participation in a distributed framework.

GOLD TIME

ANALOG UT IL ITY DIG ITAL  UT IL ITY

D I V I S I B L E S C A R C EI M M U T A B L E H O M O G E N O U S

EON

Gold possesses intrinsic value and its utility as a medium of exchange have made it the 
perfect store of value for centuries. Gold is durable (it never rusts or rots), divisible and 
combinable (unlike diamonds), homogeneous (every ounce is the same as every other—unlike 
cigarettes, seashells, and birthday cakes), and scarce (unlike sand or grain). 

Time possesses intrinsic utility comparable to gold. Time is immutable (once passed, it 
cannot be changed), divisible (hours, minutes, seconds), homogenous (each unit is the same), 
and individually scarce (each of us have less time with each passing moment). Time, however, 
is far better than gold because it can be expressed digitally and its supply is distributed. 

≡

…

We propose Enzo (NZO) — a native utility token on EON with stored intrinsic value derived 
from Activities and Time. As a result an Enzo’s basic value cannot be inflated. The blockchain 
can be used to enforce the scarcity and immutability of distributed time to drive a value 
exchange ecosystem. Enzo’s goal is to anchor, measure, and fairly reward human capital in a 
distributed digital framework.

ENZO » PROPOSAL

 19
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EON

…

Features 

Each NZO is equivalent to 365 Days with daily units in Zs. The value of 
Enzo is inherently tied to the ecosystem’s network effect instead of 
programmed scarcity that can be forked or monopolized. 

On EON, everyone has equal opportunities to earn NZOs. Enzo’s initial value is set at ICO. 
After ICO, only new unique new users can mint NZOs through a blockchain process call Log. 
NZOs are systematically burned as users exit the system. This allows us to create an ideal 
condition tied to consumer sovereignty where Enzo’s value is directly related to user’s 
preference of Alfa Enzo’s products and services.

ENZO » FEATURES

Each user receives an initial Genesis stake (gNZO) that marks the beginning of their 
private blockchain. The amount is equivalent to their age at signup. They will Log a 
new Z per day simply by signing in. The Genesis stake is vested by activity on the 
network. Once a user has activated all gNZOs, he/she can begin to earn and 
transact in NZO. 

Universal Basic Stake

1 NZO = 365 Zs

A
G

E

DAYS OF ACTIVITY1 15

12

100

GENESIS ACTIVATION VESTING

 20

= 365 Days
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See « Distributed Supply », 9.2.2.

EON

…ENZO » FEATURES

Genesis Enzos are issued freely to every user, across the globe. This unmatched 
level of decentralization and distribution ensures that the supply is resistant to 
monopoly and centralized control.

Distributed Supply

See « Positive-Sum Scarcity », 6.1.2.

Today’s mining economy will not continue to prove supply scarcity because 
technology evolves. Enzo’s scarcity is strictly tied to the value of participation 
instead of stated supply. Each new participant increases the value of the network 
for all existing participants. 

Positive-Sum Scarcity

See « Afterburn », 9.1.2.

To maintain equilibrium, gEnzos will expire following any of these events: 

1. gNZO are deleted after 60 consecutive days of inactivity. 
2. gNZO are deleted after death (with certificate or confirmation).

Afterburn

 21

What you do today is important because you are 
exchanging a day of your life for it.

“
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EON

…ENZO » FEATURES

Enzo as a Currency 

In addition to payments for all digital and physical assets sold by 
individual merchants within the Alfa Enzo ecosystem and on other 
dApps integrated with EON, Enzo (NZO) will be used as: 

›› Commission paid to EON nodes for processing transactions and smart contracts; 

›› Stakes deposited by nodes to be eligible to validate certain transactions; 

›› Payment for services provided by apps built on the platform; 

›› Payment for storing data securely in a decentralized way; 

›› Payment for registering blockchain-based time names; 

›› Payment for creating advertisements and other services via Push;

 22

Every currency system in the history of the world has distributed money 
from the top down. As a result, most of the money never leaves the 
top. This creates world where most of the world’s potential value 
remains untapped. 

The Enzo cryptocurrency is distributed according to participation. Those that join the network 
and help it grow will thrive and flourish with it. It will amplify their own value, making it grow 
faster than at any point in history. Every ounce they give to the system will magnify their own 
rewards. Enzo represent a unit of account for the network. The bigger the network grows, the 
more utility in the token exists. As the size of the network and transaction volumes within it 
grows, this will create demand for the tokens. 

1. The Future of Bitcoin and the Cryptocurrency Economy ⧉ 
2. Unbanked ⧉

https://hackernoon.com/the-history-of-money-the-future-of-bitcoin-and-the-cryptocurrency-economy-5cc25e808275
https://gomedici.com/39-of-the-worlds-population-does-not-have-a-bank-account/
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ICO

Format

Alfa Enzo is launching a year-long token sale in Q4 2018 to bring EON 
to market. The token sale will take place over a period of 46 windows 
from July 04, 2018 to July 4, 2019. The token pre-sale will start at 0.04 
USD and changes over 46, 7 days, intervals.  
  
During and after the ICO, Enzos will be issued as an ERC-20 token and transactions will be 
supported through the Ethereum network. After the deployment of the EON Blockchain in Q2 
2019, the ERC variant will be converted (1:1) to the native EON token so that users can earn 
and transact on EON platforms.

1. ICO Quality: Development & Trading ⧉ 

2. DLT Not Ready to Replace Settlement System ⧉

 24

ERC-20 NZO

Owning Enzo does not confer voting power or shareholder protections, and they hold no 
equity. Enzo’s value may increase base on what advertisers and publishers are willing to pay to 
users to view their social graph and show advertisements on their timeline. ※ 

AML and KYC Required. Although Enzo is designed to function as a utility token, this ICO and 

the Alfa Enzo Foundation is subject to region-specific regulations and will partner with local 

regulatory bodies to stay in compliance should any issue arise.

$0.04

$11.50

July  16, 2018 July 4th, 2019

43 Days 
Pre-Sale at $0.04

PROJECTED 
USER GROWTH

https://medium.com/satis-group/ico-quality-development-trading-e4fef28df04f
https://www.coindesk.com/dlt-not-ready-replace-settlement-systems-ecb-boj-say/
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ICO

Distribution

P U B L I C

12.60

R E S E R V E

5.25 1.05

F O U N D AT I O N

2.10

T E A M

A fixed supply of 21 Billion NZOs (※21B) will be released at MainNet 
Deployment with the allocations per below.

 25

 60%  25%  5%  10%

B※ B※B※B※

VESTING & LOCKUP PERIODS

Ten percent of the supply (2.10 Billion Enzos) will be reserved for the team with a 4-year 
vesting period and five percent is reserved for the Foundation with a 2-year lockup. The 
Foundation will operate under a charter geared towards the betterment of technology, 
society, and humanity.  

During the initial stage of active EON development, 25% percent of the supply will stay in a 
Reserve to protect the nascent cryptocurrency from volatility and to maintain flexibility at the 
early stages of the evolution of the system. User Activities and other internal retribution 
features will also be paid from the Reserve. 

The remaining 60% percent (12.60 billion Enzos) will be sold in accordance the ICO’s Format. 
Unsold NZOs will be used for extended giveaway features. One example is Fortune Cookie 
where users receive random number of NZOs after sending a fortune to someone else .
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ICO

Use of Funds

More than 80 percent of collected funds from the ICO will be spent on 
development, research, equipment, bandwidth, infrastructure, and user 
verification costs. The remainder is allocated for wages, offices, and 
legal and consulting services.

This projection provides.a rough scale of the founder’s expectations and does not take into account of potential 

global friction and/or blocks associated with the platform’s issuance of free Enzos.

 26

M
IL

LI
O

N

GENESIS NZOs

1

500

PROJECTION OF NETWORK EFFECT

SAMARITANSUSER GROWTH

20222018

VALFA = 9.12 x 10-9 x n2

Alfa Enzo’s annual budget in 2016 and 2017 was $1.30 million. After the ICO, spending is 
projected at $300 million in the three years following ($60 million in 2019, $100 million in 
2019, and $140 million in 2020). The total spend is expected to produce two to five hundred 
million active users by 2022.

D E V E L O P M E N T R & D B U S I N E S S L E G A L

 60%  25%  5%  10%
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ICO

A Quality Offering

The Initial Coin Offering (ICO) is easily the most valuable fundraising 
vehicle of our time. To preserve its integrity in the midst of rampant 
scams and lackluster results, we present an ICO with several key 
differentiators to encourage greater quality offerings moving forward.  

According to research by Satis Group LLC., the vast majority of ICOs were fraudulent and less 
than 2% have shown promise9. As unbelievable as it seems, it isn’t unexpected. Although still 
nascent with characteristics resembling the Dot Com boom and burst, today’s opportunistic 
ploys will deal greater damage and far more expeditious due to global technological 
maturity. That said, the world will rally quicker around proven and game-changing offerings. 
Hence, this ICO offers the following proof of work:

1. ICO Quality: Development & Trading ⧉ 

2. PCT Application WO20171970429 ⧉

 27

Whitepaper 

This whitepaper represents our position on the issues of intrinsic value and 
utility and our approach to solving it.

Blackpaper 

The initial scope of our project is filed with the international Patent Cooperation 
Treaty (PCT). Our published PCT Application is WO20171970429.  

Product 

We have developed a number of products from the filings in our blackpaper. 
Most of the features are currently built in Alfa, to be released during the ICO.

https://medium.com/satis-group/ico-quality-development-trading-e4fef28df04f
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?FT=D&date=20171116&DB=EPODOC&locale=en_EP&CC=WO&NR=2017197042A1&KC=A1&ND=4
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Face Forward.
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ALFA — GENESIS
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EON

BUSINESS PLAN

Develop Fluid Time Prototype for iOS2016

2017

2018

Launched Fluid Timeline for iOS and Android v1

Black Paper—International Patent (w/ PCT) Received

Developed Enzo Open Network

Launch Fluid Timeline Serverless Ecosystem

Release Alfa 0, Genesis - iOS

Release Alfa 1, Prime - iOS

Release Alfa 2, Goliath - iOS, Android 

Release Alfa 3, Helios - iOS, Android, Desktop

Begin Developing EON-OS and EON Phone

Launch EON-OS and EON Phone

2022

2023

Roadmap

Release Push 1, Progeny iOS

2019

Launch Valet 1, MacOS + MVP Testnet

Release Alfa 4, Nirvana, Valet 2 for MacOS, Windows

Deploy MVP MainNet

Release Push 2 - iOS, Android

Launch EON Edge Servers2024

 29
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BUSINESS PLAN

Monetization

 31

No cryptocurrency-based ecosystem can sustain without a valid 
monetization strategy. In our system, we put users at the center. 

Alfa will provide a self-serve platform for advertisers and publishers to market to users with 
Reverse Mining. Merchants can use Alfa’s templates to create their own time-based storefront 
and offering portals. Alfa will receive commission in the form of Enzo emissions from sales, 
transactions, features, and activities on the network.

A D V E R T I S E M E N T T R A N S A C T I O N SS E R V I C E S

ALFA ENZO 

USERS

ADVERTISERS &  
PUBLISHERS

Enzos are commissioned 
to users for their 

Activities. ※

PRODUCTS &  
SERVICES

A&P pays users to see 
their timeline, profile, and 

social graph. ※
A&P pays users to Push ads 

to their timeline. ※

PRODUCTS &  
SERVICES※ ※
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Years Ahead
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For Sale Personals

Lodging

Foods News

Real Estate Travel

CorporatePublishingEducationJobsPrivate

Consumer Devices

E1

Connectivity Distributed Operating System

E D G E

Over the next 5 years Alfa Enzo expect to expand its innovative real-time 
portals and blockchain ecosystem to empower existing markets as well as 

create new products and services at a rapid pace.
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ICO

Critical Mass

Enzo (NZO) is a stable cryptocurrency (also known as stablecoin) with a 
value basis that’s directly tied to the network’s economy of scale from 
Metcalfe’s Law5. Enzo is globally inclusive by design5 and the first 
cryptocurrency developed from the ground up to specifically drive 
mass-adoption by monetizing network effect. It’s two key drivers are: 

Finite Supply as an Incentive. New Users receive a finite amount of free Enzos 
equivalent to their age at the point of account creation. 

Exponential Net Return. Per Metcalfe’s Law, each new user will create an exponential 
return for the entire network. Companies that need to access these users will compete 
for the limited supply of NZOs being minted.

1. ICO Quality: Development & Trading ⧉ 

2. DLT Not Ready to Replace Settlement System ⧉

 33

tokens release, bln

3 9 12 156

         MAU, mln

NZO, bln
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Demand V. 
Supply

https://medium.com/satis-group/ico-quality-development-trading-e4fef28df04f
https://www.coindesk.com/dlt-not-ready-replace-settlement-systems-ecb-boj-say/
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BUSINESS PLAN

Team

Alfa Enzo has a world-class team of 15 developers that have worked 
together over the past 7 years. It is led by polymath, Tony Tran, and a 
few supercharged visionaries that hope to change the world. 
 
Core team members have over 100 years of combined experience in building and designing 
scalable projects for tens of millions of users. All designs, networking, cryptographic, and 
database engine software that makes up the Alfa Enzo platform is custom-built.

›› AEF Founder and Chief Architect 
›› Award-winning UX Architect and Creative Leader 

Tony is a lifelong autodidact and serial entrepreneur. He possesses 
a rare combination of technical, creative, and business expertise in 
one stroke. With over 15 years of hands-on product design, 
research, and development across desktop, web, mobile, and rich 
applications he has delivered products for Microsoft, AT&T, GE, 
Kelloggs, Caterpillar, and many more. 

Tony has helped propel numerous tech startups in the Seattle, San 
Francisco, and New York City area and also founded three social-
networking companies of his own. His work paved the way for two 
acquisitions where he served as Principal UX/Design Architect. 
Today, he seeks to deliver his vision for new age of interpersonal 
computing powered by blockchain techlogies. 

Awards: Ezra-Jack Keats, American Business Award, IMA

Leadership

Tony Tran

 34
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BUSINESS PLAN

…TEAM » LEADERSHIP

 35

›› AEF Corporate Vice President 
›› Restauranteur, Real Estate, and Venture Investor 

Ridgley’s experience spans the better of two decades across tech 
and small businesses. Originally a network engineer, he has spent 
the last two decades building restaurants and investing in real 
estate. He presently owns several restaurants including the award-
winning Greenleaf Vietnamese restaurant chain and has invested 
in a number of social and fashion technology businesses.

Ridgley Kuang

›› Chief Evangelist, Vietnam 
›› Entrepreneur and Venture Investor 

Manh is a startup investor and ardent cryptocurrency supporter. 
Through his experience, Manh has developed a deep 
understanding and love for distributed ledger technologies. He 
has committed himself and his resources to further a blockchain-
enabled world that delivers utility, meaning, and purpose to the 
under-appreciated mass population.  

With far-reaching ties in Vietnam and across Asia, Manh leads the 
delivery of AEF’s blockchain product and services to further its 
mission and vision.

Manh Duong 
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BUSINESS PLAN

›› Lead, Global Business Development 
›› Startup, Growth, and Blockchain Consultant 

Chris started his career during the Dotcom boom of the late 
1990’s, founding SinglesInSeattle.com. In the early 2000’s he was 
a member of the US Army Reserve as a Civil Affairs Specialist and 
Chinese Linguist. Post Army, he transitioned to international 
finance, focusing on China. Chris is a graduate of the Defense 
Language Institute Foreign Language Center and the University of 
Washington.

Chris Banbury

›› AEF Principal 
›› Entrepreneur and Seed-Stage Investor 

Edward is a successful business developer and entrepreneur with 
a passion for blockchain technologies. Having built five businesses 
from scratch, he knows the work ethic and diligence required to 
build a business from the roots up. As a long time investor in 
cryptocurrency, Edward possesses a deep appreciation and 
understanding of the DLT-world. He is consistently looking for the 
next big thing to join and looks forward to seeing and working 
with Alfa Enzo to lead the future.

Edward Hong

…TEAM » LEADERSHIP
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BUSINESS PLAN

Advisors

…TEAM » ADVISORS

›› Finance and Economic Policy Expert 

Ryan has worked on the governance and resilience of digital 
ecosystems in financial services, health care, tourism and 
education, with a special focus on small island economies.

Ryan Peterson

›› Analytics and Growth Hack Expert 

Aafiya specializes in the development of speciality web and 
mobile analytics programs to drive rapid growth, improve user 
experience, and product utility.

Afia Zaheer

›› Award-winning Marketing and Creative Leader 

David specializes in helping young businesses sustain strong 
revenue growth while scaling up to become powerhouse brands 
that shape the future of work across our web connected lives. 

David White

 37
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Counsel

…TEAM » COUNSEL

›› Intellectual Property Counsel 

Tom has nearly 20 years of industry experience bringing electronic 
systems from initial concept through design, manufacturing, and 
market delivery. Tom has expert level knowledge of several 
microprocessor families, electronic communication protocols, and 
electronic devices, and he specializes in digital electronics 
integration and embedded systems.

Tom Satagaj

 38

›› General Counsel 

Gavin specializes in startup law and handles the breadth of all 
general areas, including legal issues for every department and 
making sure all marketing communications are above the board. 
He serves as the go-to counselor for the Founders on law, ethics, 
public policy, corporate citizenship, and geopolitical risk.

Gavin Johnson
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Back-End Architect 
›› Over 10 years of design and 
development in scalable ecosystems.

Juan Saucedo

…TEAM » LEADS

iOS Front-End Architect 
›› Over 9 years of front-end iOS application 
architecture and development.

Nickolay Rybalko 

Front-End Architect 
›› 12 years leading front-end web 
development and design.

Garrett Guynn
VP, Products and Marketing  
›› 6 years of developing affiliated networks 
and social marketing networks

James Dron

iOS Font-End Lead 
›› Over 8 years of front-end iOS application 
architecture and development

Kirill Kholopko
Back-End Architect 
›› Over 5 years of architecture and 
development of distributed ecosystems

Lucas Quintina
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ICO

Summary

We have proposed an ecosystem that delivers a value-anchored 
mass-market cryptocurrency and provide a novel end-user experience 
for its complete utilization. 

The Enzo Open Network puts users first. It is designed to separate users from marketers, to 
allow users to manage the privacy of User Generated Content (UGC) across an efficient digital 
economy without relying on trust.  

With each user’s data and time contribution, a natural economy emerges from which we can 
derive an intrinsic value basis for a new cryptocurrency—Enzo. Enzo offers features that no 
other cryptocurrency possesses to deliver on a prime initiative of global inclusion and 
commitment to the evolution of distributed systems. 

The first proven outlets for Enzo to exercise its utility are Alfa and Push. These applications are 
the first portals into EON and serves to illustrate through user experience, design, and 
architecture, a clear delineation between users, data, and advertisers. 

We are in the midst of a digital revolution. Alfa Enzo launches its offering in the light of 
widespread market uncertainty and volatility. However, we believe in our ability to prevail 
through the cohesiveness of our vision, the comprehensiveness of our preparation, and 
the strength of our team. We look forward to your participation and unwavering support of 
this bold new vision. 

« Join » 
 

helloworld@alfaenzo.com 
t.me/alfaenzo
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